
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

GREEN 
HOUSE 

 
 
 
DURATION 
2.5 hours 

 
REQUIREMENTS 
One table per team 
 
GUEST NOS. 
Up to 250 guests 
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With environmental concerns now very much a feature of everyday life, 
how well do we all really and truly understand the steps that could be 
made in our own homes, to help rather than hinder the ever-growing 
effects of climate change?  
 

Green House is a team based event centred around the challenge of sustainability, using 
a mixture of science, skill and mental based challenges. Teams have to build and 
maintain a water filtration system and also generate a renewable energy source, as well 
as looking at reducing their carbon footprint with insulation and recycling tasks. 
 

Tackling a total of 6 challenges, teams must complete each to the best of their ability – as 
the challenges all contribute to the event finale, which will reveal the winning team who can 
demonstrate that they have best grasped and tackled the sustainability issue. 
 

Combining fun and a competitive element along with a learning outcome, Green House is 
an event that we’re sure would meet with Greta’s approval! 
 
 
“The team building event was brilliant – it came at the right time in the day and the 
team were a little cynical going in, but then loved it!” 
 
 
 
 

 



 

THE CHALLENGE 
 
After an introduction and briefing from our Event Manager explaining the task ahead, your 

group will be broken down into teams of 6 or 7 guests – with each team sat at their own table 

and provided with the reusable materials to tackle the varied challenges, such as: 

Water filtration 
Teams are tasked with designing and building a water filtration device, with the aim of cleaning 
2 litres of dirty water into clear drinking water! 
 
Insulation 
Using the materials provided, each team must create a container that will stop a block of ice 
from melting. 
 
Renewable energy 
The teams must build 2 different types of turbine, to create their own electricity source! 
 
Mixed Recycling Challenge 
Playing head to head, teams are challenged with sorting the recycling into the correct 
container as quickly as possible, in this fast-paced race against the clock. 
 
Re-forestation 
A skill-based game again played head to head, where teams must use their precision skills to 
“plant” as many trees as possible… to urgently lower their carbon footprint! 
 
Mental Puzzle 
A puzzle-based challenge that sees teams have to connect a self-sufficient house to the 
Hydro, Solar & Wind energy pipelines. 
 
FORMAT & FINALE 
 
Green House is designed as a fun and competitive team-based event, but also intends to 

serve as an educational and learning-based event to broaden awareness of the possibilities 

that surround us in everyday life. 

The event builds towards a grand finale, with teams demonstrating the energy they have 

stored and created in several of the challenges, to power their electric model cars as far as 

possible! 
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